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Queen of Sheba 

"A Fine East African Treat"

Queen of Sheba brings some of its finest picks from East African cuisine

to Taylorsville Road in Louisville. The menu features an impressive list of

varied Ethiopian dishes in meat, chicken, vegetable and fish varieties,

each infused with characteristic spice and flavor. The custom of traditional

dining dictates the use of one's hand to eat, although the restaurant

provides silverware for those who wish to stick to what they know. Also

experience the thrill of eating from a communal plate at the Mesob or

straw-table, where guests and their respective parties can huddle around

and sample the shared dishes. Taste the famed Ethiopian meat stew or go

for some of the specialties such as Gored-Gored or beef in hot Awaze

sauce, Shifta tips or seared meat and Yebeg tips or lamb with onions and

other spices.

 +1 502 459 6301  www.queenofshebalouisvi

lle.com/

 staff@queenofshebalouisvi

lle.com

 2804 Taylorsville Road,

Bowman, Louisville KY
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Vietnam Kitchen 

"Classic Vietnamese Affair"

Located at the Iroquois Manor Shopping Center, Vietnam Kitchen

promises to be a delightful Vietnamese meal experience in the heart of

the city. The modestly designed Asian cafe's main dining area is done up

with sky blue walls adorned with a few paintings and no-frills dining

booths laid out across the dark blue floors. Made famous for its hearty

chunks of piquant dishes, Vietnam Kitchen also serves up made-to-order

eats, which diners can customize as per their tastes and palates. Menu

includes classic Vietnamese preparations like those succulent shrimp

dumplings, steamed pork rolls, vermicelli noodle bowls and the legendary

pho soup. Vietnam Kitchen also features an array of vegetarian dishes for

the no-meat eaters.

 +1 502 363 7535  www.vietnamkitchen.net/  5339 Mitscher Avenue, Iroquois Manor

Shopping Center, Louisville KY
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Charim 

"Authentic Korean Gem"

Located next to another Louisville favorite Havana Rumba, Charim is a

good option when your hankering for Asian overpowers Caribbean

cravings. This quiet restaurant serves excellent Korean fare in the midst of

St. Matthews. Expect classics like Chicken Bulgogi, the fiery hot Bibimbap

or mixed rice and Banchan or small rice-based dishes. Those who are

unacquainted with Korean specialties find assistance from the incredible

staff who help select dishes and make thoughtful recommendations,

ensuring a top-notch Korean experience.

 +1 502 290 8900  charim4123@gmail.com  4123 Oechsli Avenue, St. Matthews,

Louisville KY
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